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A WORLD WHERE 
EVERYONE HAS 
ACCESS TO THE 

BASIC NECESSITIES 
IN LIFE, LIVING 

SELF-SUFFICIENTLY 
WITH SPIRITUAL 
DEVELOPMENT.

VISION

INSPIRED BY THE HOLY 
HOUSEHOLD (A.S) THE 
ZAHRA TRUST AIMS TO 
ASSIST PEOPLE IN THE 

PRACTICES TAUGHT 
BY THEM WITH THE 

PRINCIPLES OF
OUR FAITH.

VALUES

THE ZAHRA TRUST’S MISSION 
IS TO AID THOSE SUFFERING 
FROM WAR, POVERTY AND 

FAMINE, BY PROVIDING BASIC 
PHILANTHROPIC NEEDS, 

ENABLING THEM TO SURVIVE 
AND MAKING THEM SELF-

SUSTAINABLE SO THAT THEY 
WILL NO LONGER REQUIRE AID.

MISSION



MESSAGE FROM

THE ZAHRA TRUST TEAM

We’ve learned since establishing The Zahra Trust, that you 
can’t always plan for when and where need will arise. The global 

landscape changes drastically without notice. A year ago we 
couldn’t have imagined the worsening conditions in Yemen and 

Syria nor have envisaged the dire anguish of the Rohingya people 
of Myanmar. Regardless of the global plight The Trust has grown 
to be an active and well prepared organisation to anticipate the 

needs of people affected by life changing circumstance.

In the wake of shocking revelations released by international 
NGO’s in early 2018 about abuse in the field towards women; 
The Zahra Trust was lauded internationally for championing 
and protecting women’s rights in the field.  We have always 

considered the safety of our female beneficiaries as paramount 
and have strived to ensure that they are safe at every stage of 
aid distribution. The Trust has achieved this primarily through 

empowering women through women; appointing female leaders, 
and staff at distribution centres, ensuring that children and 

women receive aid in the most dignified and secure way possible. 
This course of action of women empowerment is embedded in 
the structure of the organisation, as it is named after the most 

inspirational woman in the world, Lady Fatema Zahra (s.a). 

As a humanitarian organisation we recognise there is always 
more that can be done, we continue to grow, develop and actively 

strive in our endeavours to assist the vulnerable and needy 
around the world. We are continuing to spread our operations 
over North America, Australia, Far East and are inviting more 

communities to partake in our work. Our united endeavour across 
different countries and communities has led to the success of our 
commitment to reacting quickly, providing visibility to efforts and 
accountability for all our resources. We collectively work harder 

and provide a platform to be the voice of the voiceless and aid to 
those who have no one to beseech but our Lord. 

With prayers, peace & harmony,

The Zahra Trust Team 
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PLIGHT OF THE
ROHINGYA IN MYANMAR
After witnessing the horrific 
circumstances of the Rohingya 
people, The Zahra Trust sent a 
team to the Northern Rakhine 
state of Myanmar in late 2017 
where it was reported that the 
Rohingya people were given 
shelter in temporary housing 
camps. We visited the villages of 

Ah Hla Sein, Don Pyin and Hla 
Ma Chay and distributed over 
500 food parcels containing 25kg 
of rice, 1.8kg of lentils, 3 packs of 
noodles and 1 litre of cooking oil.

The Trust completed a thorough 
investigation of the needs of the 
Rohingya people and prepared a 

publication to better assist NGO’s 

of the realities on the ground. Our 

goal is to provide basic sanitation 

facilities to prevent the spread of 

airborne diseases and establish 

long term educational facilities in 

the region so as to preserve the 

next generation. 

THE DESTITUTE OF YEMEN
During the year of 2017 it was 
estimated that 8.4 million people 
were a step away from suffering 
or are currently suffering from 
famine in Yemen. Healthcare 
facilities declined severely in 2016 
and were mostly maintained 
through irregular commitments 
by international organisations, 
the efforts of whom have been 
hampered by the conflict. One 
report suggests that in 2017 
over 1 million cases of Cholera 
have been reported and over 
2,200 deaths making it the worst 

outbreak in recent history.

The Zahra Trust has teams 
deployed within the country; 
we’ve been able to provide 
assistance to those in need in the 
capital Sana’a and the villages of 
Az Zuhrah and Al Hudayadah.  
Financial aid and food parcels 
were provided to over 400 
families a month. Added to 
this, we have provided urgent 
medical attention to those who 
are needlessly suffering from 
the conflict. 

The people of Yemen continue 
to suffer one of the worst man 
made humanitarian crises in 
recent history.   The Trust will 
continue in providing basic 
necessities to the suffering in 
the form of clean safe drinking 
water from newly dug wells, 
medication and we have made 
commitments to erect schools 
in the villages to allow children 
to be children and acquire an 
education.  
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Assist people in their time of need by providing emergency relief and continued support to 
help them rebuild their lives.

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL



I’m employed as a security guard and 
while my earnings are meagre we try to 
live a respectable life. My wife has started 
suffering from Epilepsy and my son has 
been diagnosed with blood cancer. I’m 
working hard to be able to get treatment 
for both but recently they asked for more 
tests that I just can’t afford.

Kareem Musa Ali

#SevenDaysOfWonder



IFTAR
Every Muslim, whether wealthy, 
middle class or poor is mandated to 
fast in the Holy month of Ramadhan. 
However, not everyone is promised a 
meal at the end of the fast. Especially 
the poor, who don’t have the luxury to 
rest and sleep during the day. They 
continue to work and labour to be able 
to provide basic necessities of life  but 
can find themselves unable to have a 
nutritious warm meal at the end of a 
day of fasting. This simple, good deed 
in the month of Ramadhan makes 
all the difference in the world for the 
orphans, widows, elderly and disabled 
people that are recipients of these 
iftars in Ramadhan. 

In Ramadhan 2017 we continued our 

efforts to help the impoverished and 

reached out to different countries 

and parts of the world to provide 

wholesome meals in Afghanistan, 

India, Syria, Iran, Iraq, Kenya, Tanzania 

and Pakistan. In total over 50,000 hot 

meals were provided in the month 

of Ramadhan. We also focused on 

ensuring that especially on the Holy 

Nights of Qadr, when good deeds are 

magnified, to make certain people 

have  nutritious food to help them 

open their fasts and focus on acts of 

worship in this magnificent month.  

To tackle hunger by providing nutritious and quality food for the 
vulnerable and needy.
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FOOD DRIVE



FOOD PARCELS
At the start of the Holy month of Ramadhan, The Zahra 
Trust makes time to visit the remote villages and towns 
where people in need may have difficulties getting 
the assistance they desperately require. We send out 
teams with food and supplies to visit the houses of the 
elderly, the poor, the sick, widows and orphans. Many 
times there are serious barriers that prevent these 
people from receiving the help they need. 

In Kenya, we provided aid to the elderly who cannot 
travel long distances or have ailing relatives at home. 
Others who cannot afford to travel were given enough 
food to help them in the month of Ramadhan. We 
visited towns in Syria that had been recently under 
lockdown to bring them much needed food supplies. 
Female headed households in Iraq who could not leave 
children alone at home were provided for during this 
month. In Afghanistan, we visited some of the most 
remote regions to provide people with basic staples, 
during this event people from surrounding villages travel 
far to receive the rations.  Each food parcel is uniquely 
prepared for every region. Local food preferences and 
traditions are taken into consideration when providing 
the parcels, allowing families to enjoy customs and 
treats during the holy month.  In Ramadhan 2017 we 
provided over 30,000 parcels to 6 different countries.

QURBANI

The availability of meat is something that we take for 
granted in developed countries. The abundance and 
ease of access make us accustomed to it with every 
meal. Unfortunately, this dietary staple is a luxury for 
many around the world. Over the past year we have 
continued to offer your Qurbani, whether recommended 
or religiously mandated, available to those who would 
otherwise go without. 

Throughout the year we make it a practice to give the 
opportunity for our donors to have chickens, goats, 
sheep and cows slaughtered in developing countries 
and the meat distributed to all those in need. This year 
we expanded our efforts to include Qurbani›s in Yemen 
for children who were suffering from undernutrition. 
The Trust continues to provide meat in Iraq, Iran, 
Afghanistan, Kenya, Tanzania and Pakistan.

While majority of the Qurbani›s take place during 
Eid al Adha, we continue to provide nutritious meat 
throughout the year. Each Qurbani, no matter when, 
makes a great difference in the lives of the less 
fortunate.
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My husband went to Saudi Arabia to 
look for work but now his employer 
won’t return his passport and the 
pay is not very good. I’ve been 
staying with my brother in law and 
his family, but his wife is unhappy 
about the arrangement and wants 
me to leave. It’s difficult to move out 
as I’m still suffering from typhoid.

Kamal Hussain

#SevenDaysOfWonder



PROJECT MAJLIS!
Every year in the month of Muharram 
The Zahra Trust gathers children from 
different communities and hosts their 
annual Project Majlis programme. In 
this majlis, the children are responsible 
for every aspect of hosting a mourning 
gathering for Imam Hussain (a.s). They 
make the food, the arrangements, 
prepare the hall, recite the poetry, 
speeches, eulogies and participate in 
all the activities. The purpose of this 
event is to allow children not only to 
learn about and inherit the traditions 
of mourning the great tragedy of 
Karbala but also to provide them with 
practical steps on how to organise a 
majlis so that in the future they can 
lead in the majlis process.

The majlis, this year, was based on 
a ziyarat trip where children arrived 
with their own customised Hussaini 
passport, ready to explore and 
understand the tragedy that took 
place in Karbala. We created a variety 
of different activities for our children 
to participate in, including the making 
of the shrine of the grave of Imam 
Hussain (a.s). A custom Lego structure 
was designed in the beautiful shape 
of the gold and silver mausoleum that 
covers the grave of Imam Hussain (a.s) 
which was assembled by the children 
along with making a re-creation of the 
Euphrates river and the tents of the 
Ahlulbayt (a.s).  

Empower communities to be educated, achieve economic 
independence and self-determination. 

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL
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EMPOWERING
COMMUNITIES



Parent Supporter at Project Majlis 2017

“The Children were 
involved in making 
it so they really 
understood where the 
places are in Karbala 
and they performed 
the ziyarat as well!

“
It was a great 
experience! We visited 
all the places in our 
mini-Karbala!“

Parent Supporter
at Project Majlis 2017

Shahidali, age 13
Project Majlis 2017 Youth MC

19

ZT360° App was launched during the winter 
of 2016. The app brings people even closer 
to the work that The Zahra Trust conducts. 
Instead of listening to a third person narrative 
of events ZT360° allows people to experience 
events themselves through the power of 
virtual reality. We’re adding new virtual reality 
tours throughout the year and making more 
interactive opportunities for people to learn 
about the projects that they have supported.   

You can witness first-hand how your 
donations can make a difference to those in 
need. Using ZT360° you can walk for 6km in 
East Africa and witness how you can help with 
the search for water. Climb the mountains in 
Pakistan and visit the destitute and hungry. 
Ultimately, visit the Holy shrines in Karbala 
and pay your respects to our Imam. As virtual 
reality tools improve we will continue to bring 
you the best in technology to help connect 
you with all the great work we do.
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#S U C C E S S E S
The birthday of the Prophet of Islam should be a happy day for 
all Muslimeen! This year special efforts were made to make sure 
that celebrations of this magnanimous event can take place with 
wholesome food for the needy.  The Trust conducted a party for 
the orphans and widows in Iraq. We hosted a dinner where there 
was a puppet show, presents given out to children and poetry 
recitals.  Also water heaters were given to families that didn’t have 
access to hot water.  Added to this we had over 100 students in a 
school in Afghanistan celebrate 17th Rabi-al Awal with a fantastic 
feast.  Sheep were slaughtered for just this occasion and fresh 
bread and rice were prepared to make it a special event.  

Milad un Nabi

Thursday nights are a night of supplication and worship in the 
religion of Islam. In the spirit of caring for the Creator’s creations, 
a project was started for the extremely needy in Pakistan. Every 
Thursday night for one year, the needy were provided with hot 
meals.

These widows, elderly and young would otherwise go without 
proper nutrition. At the cost of just 1£ per meal they know that 
every Thursday night, when it’s the best time to supplicate to their 
Lord someone has given them a full stomach. 

Thursday Night (Sadaqa) 



Housing in countries we operate in lack central heating 
and in the case of the poor often lack sufficient 
insulation and windows. Children are especially 
vulnerable to the cold and warm outfits and jackets are 
a luxury that can’t be easily afforded year after year as 
children grow. Many orphans and vulnerable children 
lacking proper clothing get sick in the start of winter, 
that runny nose, cough, or fever can stay with them 
through the entire season. 

This year as the cold set in The Zahra Trust in 
collaboration with Spiritual Journeys held a Winter 
Aid Drive, where with your support we provided 
these vulnerable children with coats, hats, socks and 
warm clothes to protect them from the extreme 
temperatures the winter brings.  Although this may 
seem like a simple initiative it can assist children to stay 
healthy throughout the cold months.

A Warmer Winter

Syria before the conflict had a low cost of living and a high quality 
of life, respective to the region. But since the tragic strife that 
has engulfed the country, it’s become more difficult for people 
to survive. Due to the changing cost and availability of food and 
resourcesو women who are newly widowed by the conflict lose 
their support structure. The world changes suddenly and these 
women and children are unable to get away from the dangers 
around them, this is truly being stuck. 

With your support in November 2017 The Zahra Trust initiated a long 
term endeavour to provide families with stipends of staple foods, and 
necessities to survive. Our goal is to continue to help these and more 
families to survive through the difficult times in Syria. 

Long Term Support for Widows



I’m on pension now of $70 a month, but 
I’ve got 7 dependents to take care of. One 
of my sons is paralyzed; I also take care 
of my deceased brother’s daughter. My 
own daughter broke her shoulder and we 
don’t have the funds to get her properly 
treated. With no running water or heating 
in the house, with difficulty we get water 
and I spend my money for wood to keep 
us warm.

Ali Hassan

#SevenDaysOfWonder
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MEDICAL AID

There is a medical crisis erupting in Syria and a dire need for 

medical professionals to provide basic care to the internally 

displaced and poor who were unable to flee the conflict in the 

country. The average life expectancy of the people of Syria has 

decreased by 20 years since the start of the conflict in 2011. 

In 2017, we established an official walk-in health clinic in Damascus. 

The Shaam Medical Centre could not have existed, if it wasn›t for 

the Zahra Trust supporters. But now, thanks to their commitment, 

The Zahra Trust has an official walk-in clinic open to all providing 

medical, dental and ophthalmic care.

Donors and volunteers form the backbone of our charity and 

are committed to bringing a little hope and happiness to the 

deprived people of Syria.  Groups of medics make the journey 

to this persecuted region from UK, Canada, Tanzania and other 

destinations, every 6 to 8 weeks. Once there, days and evenings 

are spent offering care and services to vulnerable people of all 

backgrounds.

The enthusiasm and motivation of our volunteers has made it 

possible to spread the work to the towns of Homs and Hassiya, 

where people live in makeshift homes and others try to rebuild 

in the rubble, which was once their home. We understand how 

dire the situation is when people are without homes that we need 

to assist with whatever services we can provide for them. It is for 

these people that our medical professionals, volunteers and The 

Zahra Trust staff, are constantly striving to make a difference.

THE MEDICAL CRISIS
IN SYRIA 

To provide emergency medical attention and facilitate access 
to quality medical care for all.

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL
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The Zahra Trust continues to extend 
aid and resources to urgent medical 
cases around the world

Mona Al Rafaee was in a Lebanon 
Refugee camp near the border. A 
mortar bomb went off there and 
she was hit by shrapnel that pierced 
through her diaphragm and has left 
her paralyzed from the waist down. 
We are coordinating her therapy and 
arranging for consultations to see 
how we can best assist.

EXTREME MEDICAL CASES

Alaa Al Assad was identified with 
retinoblastoma (cancer in the eye) 
by the ophthalmologist during a 
routine check-up. Unfortunately 
after investigation it was concluded 
that there was no further treatment 
possible for her condition. The Zahra 
Trust, however, will support Alaa 
and make her home environment 
as comfortable as possible as her 
condition worsens. 

#SevenDaysOfWonder

My husband has lost his 
job. He can’t find a new 
job because of a problem 
with his leg he can’t walk 
properly anymore. Without 
treatment there is little 
chance of getting a good 
job, and without a job, 
treatment is too expensive. 
We spend our time now 
collecting wood to keep 
warm and cook.

“

“
Mrs. Hadi



With stability coming to Mosul, 

The Zahra Trust in conjunction 

with the Haram of Imam Hussain 

(a.s.) sent an aid mission to assess 

the needs of the harrowing region 

and provide aid to the people 

displaced by conflict. 

In May of 2017 The Zahra Trust 

team visited the Jarbua refugee 

camp. This camp is situated in the 
desert with temperatures of over 
45 degrees centigrade during the 
day. In the congested camp of 
30,000 people and souring heat 
we discovered that the internally 
displaced had no access to 
safe clean drinking water. This 
shocking finding led The Trust 
to provide a convoy of trucks 

filled with water and mobile water 
station units to the Jarbua refugee 
camp.  The convoy continued 
to provide the urgent water and 
sanitation facilities on a weekly 
basis.  Over 30,000 litres of water 
were supplied to these people 
in addition to the potable water 
from the mobile filtration systems 
dispatched to the area. 

THE STRUGGLE FOR WATER IN MOSUL, IRAQ

To provide safe clean drinking 
water to the vulnerable and needy.

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL

Water is the most basic necessity for life and 
sometimes the most difficult to come by. People 
in extreme circumstances survive in the worst 
condition without options to improve them on their 
own. We continue to work to provide conscientious, 
time sensitive and humane drinking water and 
sanitation facilities to people around the world. 

WATER AID
& SANITATION



Many times when we think 
of water needs of people, we 
overlook that limited water leads 
to limitation in sanitation as well. 
As sanitation and hygiene need 
water, they need to be addressed 
when water is provided. 

The Zahra Trust continues to 
provide water wells and sanitation 
facilities to needy communities 
and families around the world. 
The people most urgently in 
need of these resources are 
usually those already suffering 
from catastrophic conditions, like 
severe illness, hunger, disabilities 
and lack of employment. No one 
willingly goes without water. 

WATER & SANITATION UNITS
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Region:   Basti Khokharaan, District Rahim Yar Khan 

Syed Qabil has a family of seven, he is a 
poor labourer and only earns a wage when 
construction takes place in his region.  His old 
and ailing wife usually has to fetch water from 
a neighbour who sometime refuses.  This can 
be humiliating and also very frustrating for the 
family, especially if they need water to cook 
and feed themselves. The Trust provided this 
family with a water and sanitation unit that is 
also assisting another 3 families close by them.

Region:   Basti Khokharaan, District Rahim Yar Khan

Imitiaz Mai is an elderly women supporting 
15 people in her family, she struggles daily to 
earn a wage and nurses her disabled husband.  
The water and sanitation unit that assisted this 
family is undoubted, it provided dignity and the 
right to choose when to cook, when to bathe 
and when to wash clothes. 
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 Syed Qabil Imtiaz Mai

In 2017 it was brought to our 
attention that the town of 
Skardu, Pakistan had abnormally 
high demand for dialysis 
machinery. Upon research of the 
medical situation we found that 
the local drinking water had been 
contaminated beyond health 
standards with Coliform/e-coli 
and arsenic, a poison that can kill.

People in the region were 
drinking the contaminated water 
out of necessity even though 
it was making them very ill and 
damaging their kidneys. The 
leading cause of infant mortality 

in the region is diarrhoea and 
more than 25% of the local 
population was suffering from 
waterborne illnesses.  The leading 
cause for children not attending 
school was also stomach related 
issues from the polluted water. 

We established six water 
purification plants in Skardu to 
provide safe clean drinking water. 
These facilities provide water for 
an estimated 5,000 people. The 
purification plants were erected 
in various areas, including 
schools, hospital and a complex 
that is dedicated to the elderly 

and abandoned. 

These life saving purification 
plants will allow the town people 
to regain their health, will assist 
children to go to school, not only 
because they no longer have 
illnesses from contaminated 
water, but also because they 
can receive safe clean water 
at school.   More importantly 
the purification plants support 
the hospital to sufficiently 
clean medical equipment and 
apparatus needed for surgeries.  

THE POISONED STREAMS IN SKARDU, PAKISTAN



My husband’s boss hasn’t paid 
him for 6 months. Our son has 
a skin condition we can’t afford 
to treat right now. We can only 
afford to rent this house, I spend 
my time taking care of our 
children and getting water, it’s 
very far from our house.

Syeda Zawara

#SevenDaysOfWonder
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When a person loses their home they also lose a 
piece of their identity. The Zahra Trust continues 
to help people around the world to regain 
independence and identity by assisting with shelter 
development needs. In years past, our work with 
destroyed villages due to mudslides in Pakistan was 
an example of how we continue to work for long 
term housing. 

In 2017 we assisted people in Arindu Village in 
Pakistan where the inhabitants suffered from a fire 
that devastated many families and destroyed their 
houses. Witnessing such tragedy and people with 
nothing left, The Trust provided support for these 
families to get a roof over their heads.

For all families to be provided basic necessities, sufficient education and skills, food and shelter 
to enable them to create a successful future. 

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL

FAMILY 
MATTERS

SHELTER DEVELOPMENT

The Zahra Trust Orphans and Needy Village is 
underway in between the 2 holy lands of Najaf and 
Karbala. The village is looking not to just provide 
housing but build a future for those who have lost 
everything. We are building 30 fully furnished houses 
to give to the most destitute families. Along with the 
housing, we are looking to create the infrastructure to 
provide them with all the resources 
they will need including a school, 
playground, skills and technical 
training facilities, mental health and 
medical services amongst other 
necessities. 

The heart of the village is the skills 
and development centre that will 
provide training and education 
to children and adults.  Through 
the power of education, self 
development and empowerment 

we will ensure growth for these vulnerable families 

and provide them the tools to stamp out poverty with 

their own determination and skills. The facility located 

centrally between the holy cities of Najaf and Karbala 

is intended to cater to the needy from both cities and 

give them a place to receive services and training while 

being a haven away from the daily difficulties. 

ORPHANS AND NEEDY VILLAGE, NAJAF IRAQ
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Orphans
         &   Question &

     Answer

What does each house 
consist of?

Each house includes two 
bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen, 

living room and common 
area. There is also a small 

courtyard and roof access for 
additional space. Each house 

that is provided will also be fully 
furnished with beds, carpeting, 

clothes washing machine, 
refrigerator, stove, water 

heaters and more , so that we 
are not placing any additional 

expense on these families.

What’s so special about 
these houses? 

We’ve invited international 
engineers to come and consult 
on our design and help us look 
to the future when constructing. 
We build each house with high 

quality materials to keep the cost 
of ownership very low and do our 
best to ensure little maintenance 

is required for the life of the 
house. We’ve even invested extra 
in antibacterial ceilings and the 

foundations on which the houses 
are built. Presently these are one 
story houses, but the foundation 

is laid to allow up to two additional 
stories to be added. This 

forethought will allow the houses 
to grow as the family grows.

Why did you choose 
this location to build 
the Orphans Village?

We’ve selected to build the 
village attached to the hamlet 
of Hayderiya. This small town 

is in between the cities of 
Najaf and Karbala allowing 

families to stay attached 
close to relatives that maybe 

located in each major city. 

Also being out of the major 
cities allows for less crowding, 
lower cost of living, and a calm 

pace of life. By building the 
housing next to our Skills and 
Development centre, we keep 
the families close to additional 

resources to improve their 
long term quality of life 

without them having to travel.

What exactly is a Skills and 
Development Centre?

The widows and orphans of Iraq, typically don’t have the 
opportunity to focus on education while struggling to 

survive.  The Zahra Trust recognises that to get beyond 
survival and to actually improve the situation of these 

people we need to give them independence from 
handouts. This facility is designed to create a learning 

environment and provide resources and opportunity for 
widows, orphans, and the otherwise needy to learn how 

to be independent and earn their own living.  

In terms of learning, it is sometimes basic education, 
language, religious instruction and maths skills; other 
times trade and industry specific talents that will be 

taught. In addition, access to health care and mental 
health clinics designed to address traumas that may be 
inhibiting these people are available within the facility.

How do we get involved 
in this project?

You can take part in this continuous 
reward, Sadaqah Jariyah project, by 
helping to sponsor a facility. We are 

also looking for assistance in building 
all the resources of the village: the 

clinic, mental health facility, skills and 
development centre, football field, 

Hussainiya and more! 

We will also be looking for medical 
professionals, mental health care 

providers, and educators to volunteer 
their services alongside local 

professionals, for the facilities provided, 
to these and other needy families. 

Needy
  Village



The Zahra Trust is
working to provide healthcare 

and medications to people 
suffering through strife and 

poverty around the world. From 
case by case emergency 

care, to regular 
physician visits 

and seasonal 
ailment 

treatments.

Poor 
Health

Lack of 
Education

We’re working towards 
providing universal primary 

education. Through the 
sponsorship of fees, building 

schools, paying teacher salaries, 
using technology to leverage 
new resources and many 
new innovative tactics. 

We’re committed 
to helping 

children progress.

We are building housing 
around the world to help 
families cope with losses 

from man-made disasters, 
natural disasters, and extreme 
circumstances. Our goal is to 

help people have housing 
that gives dignity, 

security and the 
promise of a 

future. 

Inadequate 
living 

standards

The Zahra Trust is
named in honour of the

Lady of Light and as such we are 
working to create equality for women 

and to empower them to be able 
to overcome negative stereotypes 

against them. Many times such 
stereotypes are by no fault 

of their own. Mistreatment 
of widows, orphans 

and disabled 
people has to end. 

Gender
Bias

Lack of 
Income 

Our vision as an
organisation is to not only 

provide emergency relief but 
to help people have access to 

basic necessities and to live their 
lives self-sufficiently. Everything 
we do is not just to fix the 

problem today but 
help people be 
independent 
for the rest of 

their lives.

Orphan & Child Welfare Aid
The Zahra Trust has been granted Consultative Status with the United Nations for the work we 
do around the world. We’re continuing to focus on the important issues and change the world in 
positive ways. 

ERADICATING EXTREME POVERTY
Extreme Poverty is more than just a lack of money or resources. It is a condition whereby an 
individual lacks the opportunity to make meaningful choices that will sustainably improve his or 
her life. Here are some of its measurements and how we’re working to end them in our lifetimes.

SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAMME

Sponsoring a child gives an 
advantage to not just the 

child but everyone providing 
for that child. It gives them 

all an opportunity to change 
their future, freeing caregivers 
from the burdens of expenses 

and introducing children to 
positive role models through 
education. Giving them the 
opportunity to be children 
instead of worrying about 
where their clothes, books, 

shelter, or next meal will come 
from. Help create change by 

sponsoring a needy child.



I live with my 5 daughters, 
and 2 granddaughters who 
came to live with us after my 
son died in a car accident. 
I haven’t been able to work 
for some time now, 2 of my 
daughters work as maids to 
support our family.

“ “
#SevenDaysOfWonder

Muhammad Husain
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To provide quality education, skills and training to 
develop self sufficiency

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL

In Iraq, a traditional patriarchal society, there is 
limited future for a widow.  A country struggling 
to provide basic education for all, has not 
sufficiently prepared its female population to be 
independent. Once the single breadwinner of a 
family passes away these women may become 
subject to abuse by relatives or reliant on hand 
outs to survive and feed their children. 

Our classes in sewing are the first step at 
establishing micro industry in Iraq for these 
widows. We are providing machines and 
instruction along with materials to introduce 
women to self-generated income. By marketing 
these products to both locals and zawar, we 
hope to build a network of unique items offered 
by widows that are appreciated by consumers 
looking to support the deeper meaning behind 
the products; providing widows with financial 
independence. 

FEMALE HEADED
HOUSEHOLDS
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EDUCATION
& TRAINING



With large swathes of people relegated to internment 
camps, the future of the Rohingya people is uncertain. 
During our aid missions to the camps in the villages 
of Ah Hla Sein, Don Pyin and Hla Ma Chay we found 
the children with no activity or education available to 
them. The most education that seemed to be available 
didn’t extend beyond a 4th grade level or the age of 10 
years. With our efforts focused to assist the Rohingya 
overcome their challenges, it’s important to support 
them build for a better future. 

The Zahra trust is establishing Temporary Learning 
Spaces to provide education to children. These will 
be simple facilities with an enclosed structure, seating, 
blackboards and resources for teachers and students. 
Our goal is to create an active and resourceful location 
that children can gather, learn, and get their minds off 
the difficulties of today. Educating our youth today is 
the best way to empower them for tomorrow.

ZT Academy was established by university students in 
Toronto to help close the education gap growing around 
the world. Education disparity is the result of children 
being limited by conflicts and difficulties preventing 
them from getting adequate time and resources to learn. 

This online learning portal allows children to gain access 
to assistance in learning basic subjects and language 
skills they need to succeed. We’ve been expanding 
the curriculum to include religious studies as well. We 
want our children to succeed not just on a material 
level but also spiritual. This bold endeavour has united 
communities across the globe in the form of sharing 
resources, teachers and students. This project is a 
source of not just educating those who have no access 
to schooling or quality training facilities but a pathway 
for children to grow and learn what’s beyond their 
classroom with global interaction.

 TEACHING THE ROHINGYA CHILDREN

 ZT ACADEMY
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ZAWAR 
INITIATIVE
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Every year the visitors of Imam 
Hussain (a.s) increase and as 
such, so do our efforts to serve. 
The Zahra Trust is continuing 
to maintain 2 mowakib on path 
to Karbala at pole number 470 
and 1041. We continue to strive 
to offer excellent service to all 
the visitors of Imam Hussain 
(a.s.). Many people noticed the 
added efforts we’ve extended 
to accommodate and improve 
the experience along the walk to 
Karbala. 

This year we had visitors from 
many other regions apart from 
Europe, including Pakistan, India, 
Iran, America, Canada, Tanzania, 

Kenya, Kuwait, Oman and others. 
It was a pleasure to serve all the 
guests of Imam Hussain, with 
peri peri chips, famous desi chai, 
and meals throughout the day. 
Our volunteers were also from 
all over the world to make the 
experience both memorable and 
comfortable for everyone. 

People who have completed the 
walk in the past as guests are 
always welcome to come again 
as hosts and help serve in the 
name of Imam Hussain (a.s). This 
year we launched videos for the 
walk and resources to prepare 
zawar around the world about the 
glorious experience of Arbaeen.

To provide zawar assistance in the form of food, water, shelter, medical attention and access 
to English lectures. 

THE ZAHRA TRUST GOAL
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6
TONNES
   POTATOES

70
SHEEP

TREATMENT FOR
BLISTERS, MASSAGES FOR 

MUSCLE PAINS AND
BASIC MEDICINES

FOR ALL

600
          CARTONS

EVAPORATED
   MILK

6,000

800
DAILY

EGGS

BLANKETS PER 
MOWKIB

10
TOILETS
  CLEANED
     PER DAY

MANY PUSH CHAIRS, 
WHEEL CHAIRS, 
        UNDERGARMENTS
                AND TOWELS 
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S A D A Q A  :
CHARITY DAY

 AN OCCASION DEDICATED TO ALL TYPES OF CHARITABLE ACTS FROM SMILING AT YOUR
NEIGHBOUR TO PROVIDING FUNDS FOR THE VULNERABLE AND NEEDY

2015 - Feeding the homeless

2015 - Fundraising in a Najaf to Kilimanjaro climb

2016 - Coffee & Cake with the 

community

2016 - Providing support to aschool in Pakistan 

2017 - Happytagious event with

Shia Professionals London

2017 - Round Table with Refugees

2018 - Planting trees

2018 - Neighbourhood Munch
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EVENTS &
SUPPORTERS

We count on supporters 
and volunteers to bring 
The Zahra Trust alive! With 
your support, time and 
effort we accomplish great 
things around the world. In 
the last year with your help 
we’ve continued to help 
those in need every day 
and we plan to do more 
with everyone’s might!

In December of 2017 Our 
dedicated volunteers in Toronto 
#FriendsofZT organised a 
fundraiser dedicated to the 
Orphans and Needy Village in 
Iraq.  With various speakers, 
activities and auctions the 
dinner raised crucial funds for 
a Water and Sanitation Unit for 
the needy. 

THE ORPHANS 
VILLAGE BANQUET Maisum Walli is a resident of 

Allentown, PA. Aside from 
going to school, playing 
football and spending time 
with his family, Maisum is 
very passionate about helping 
orphans and vulnerable 
children. He would go so far as 
to give away his lunch money 
if it would help a child in need.  
In true selfless fashion, Maisum 
drummed up great support to 
help the orphans around the 
world in his local community. 
By fundraising just a few 
nights in Shahre Ramadhan 
and asking all of his parent’s 
friends, this young man raised 
over $200. 

YOUNG
VOLUNTEERS
FOR A CAUSE

Dr Muslim Khoja accompanied The Zahra Trust on its first needs 
assessment trip to Syria at the start of 2017 and ever since that 
time, he has come to be the foundation of this project.  Dr. Khoja 
has gained a unique insight into the situation that Syrians face daily.  
This puts him at a great vantage point to medically assist people 
and give clear and professional advice in mentoring volunteers.    

At every visit he will allocate time out to visit local families in their 
home and listen to their concerns, pains and experiences.  Dr Khoja 
has shown great empathy and compassion to the beleaguered 
people of the Zainabiya District and is very respected by all. 

MEDICAL FIELD TRIPS



We had a small shop but 
someone stole everything. 
Now my husband is looking for 
work to support us. I can’t work 
because my one leg is too short 
so I can’t stand or walk for too 
long. The treatment for my leg is 
$700 we can’t afford that kind of 
money.

Sakina

#SevenDaysOfWonder



ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURE

Chair: Sheikh Ali Massoumian

Trustees: 
Seyed Mohammed Mousavi Khalkhali

Mrs. Mubina Hassan

Sheikh Ali Massoumian

Working with other organisations:
Al-Khoei Foundation (International)

Alulbayt Foundation (International)

COEJ (Europe)

Beta Charitable Trust (UK)

Every Human Matters foundation (UK)

Imam Ali Foundation (UK)

Wabil (UK)

Abu Dhar Muslim Mission (Tanzania)

GKF – Global Kindness foundation (Canada)

Friends of ZT (Canada)

Nasimco (North America)

Zahra Foundation (USA)

Bilal Muslim Mission (Kenya)

Hussaini Foundation (Pakistan)

Jabir ibn Hayyan (Pakistan)

The Zahra Trust is an NGO in special consultative 
status with the Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC) of the United Nations since 2017

Financial History

ORGANISATION & FINANCES

Project Funding



facebook.com/TheZahraTrust

Follow @TheZahraTrust

Subscribe on youtube.com/thezahratrust

Gift Aid Number: XT19092

Charity Registration Number: 1129501

www.zahratrust.com

131 Walm Lane, Cricklewood, London, NW2 3AU, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 208 452 7565

Email: info@zahratrust.com

Bank Transfer (Sterling account)

Account Name: The Zahra Trust

Bank Name: Barclays Bank

Sort Code: 20-44-91

Account No: 53681130

Swiftbic: BARCGB22

IBAN GB53 BARC 2044 9153 6811 30


